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1. (0,5) Is this sentence “I went to Florida last week” in the Simple Past or the Present Perfect? (Essa frase “I
went to Florida last week” está no passado simples ou no presente perfeito?)
___________________________________________________________________________________________
2. (0,5) Put the words in order. (Coloque as palavras em ordem.)
Have - Italy - since - been - in - I - 2010.
___________________________________________________________________________________________
3. (0,5) What is the Past Participle of the verbs: Fall, Hurt and Go? (Qual é o particípio dos verbos: Fall, Hurt e Go?)
___________________________________________________________________________________________
4. (0,5) Write down some adverbs and modal verbs that you can use to express possibilities. (Escreva alguns
advérbios e verbos modais que você pode usar para expressar possibilidades.)
__________________________________________________________________________________________.
5. (0,5) What is the Simple Past of the verbs: Build, Hold and Choose? (Qual é o passado simples dos verbos:
Build, Hold e Choose?)
___________________________________________________________________________________________
6. (0,5) Which option contains the correct Present Perfect structure? (Qual opção contém a estrutura correta do
presente perfeito?)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

We just knew each other.
We just known each other.
We just know each other.
We have just know each other.
We have just known each other.
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7. (0,5) Find the option with movie vocabulary. (Encontre a opção com vocabulário de filme.)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Producer and Magician.
Director and Plot.
Cast and Teacher.
Credits and Cars.
Images and Scene.

8. (0,5) What is the only alternative that completes correctly the sentence “We've _________ had our
breakfast”? (Qual é a única alternativa que completa corretamente a frase “We've _________ had
our breakfast”?)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Just
Already
By now
Yet
Ever
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9. (0,5) What is the only alternative that completes correctly the sentence “Things have changed ______ she's
become headmaster”? (Qual é a única alternativa que completa corretamente a frase “Things have
changed ______ she's become headmaster”?).
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Ever
Never
For
Since
Yet

10. (0,5) Which alternative is the correct order to the words below? (Qual alternativa é a ordem correta para as
palavras abaixo?)
Has – Salvador – she – in – been - ever?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Has she ever been in Salvador?
Has she been ever in Salvador?
Has been she ever in Salvador?
Has she been in Salvador ever?
Has she ever in Salvador been?
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